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Fair Division Intro

In this lecture note we start the study of fair division. In fair division, we have one or more goods
that we wish to allocate to a set of agents. The goal will be to allocate the items in a manner that is
efficient, while attempting to satisfy various notions of fairness towards each individual agent. Fair
division has many applications such as assigning course seats to students, pilot-to-plane assignment
for airlines, dividing estates, chores, or rent, and fair recommender systems.
In this note we study fair division problems with the following setup: we have a set of m
infinitely-divisible goods that we wish to divide among n agents. Without loss of generality we may
assume that each good has supply 1. We will denote the bundle of goods given to agent i as xi ,
where xij is the amount of good j that is allocated to agent i. Each agent has some utility function
ui (xi ) ∈ R+ denoting how much they like the bundle xi . We shall use x to denote an assignment
of goods to agents. We will later study the indivisible setting.
Given all of the above, we would like to choose a “good” assignment x of goods to agents.
However, “good” turns out to be very complicated in the setting of fair division, as there are many
possible desiderata we may wish to account for.
First, we would like the allocation to somehow be efficient, meaning that it should
Plead to high
utilities for the agents. One option would be to try to maximize the social welfare i ui (xi ), the
sum of agent utilities. However, this turns out to be incompatible with the fairness notions that
we will introduce later. An easy criticism of social welfare in the context of fair division is that
it favors welfare monsters: agents with much greater capacity for utility are given more goods1 .
Instead, we shall focus on the much less satisfying notion of Pareto optimality: we wish to find an
allocation x such that for every other allocation x0 , if some agent i0 is better off under x0 , then
some other agent is strictly worse off. In other words, x should be such that no other allocation
weakly improves all agent’s utilities, unless all utilities stay the same.
We will consider the following measures of how fair an allocation x is:
• No envy: x has no envy if for every pair of agents i, i0 , ui (xi ) ≥ ui (xi0 ). In other words, every
agent likes their own bundle at least as much as that of anyone else


• Proportionality: x satisfies proportionality if ui (xi ) ≥ ui ~1 · n1 . That is, every agent likes
their bundle xi at least as well as the bundle where they receive
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We begin our study of fair division mechanisms with a classic: competitive equilibrium from
equal incomes (CEEI). In CEEI, we construct a mechanism for fair division by giving each agent a
unit budget of fake currency (or funny money), computing what is called a competitive equilibrium
(also known as Walrasian equilibrium or market equilibrium; we will use the latter terminology)
under this new market, and using the corresponding allocation as our fair division. The fake
currency is then thrown away, since it had no purpose except to define a market.
To understand this mechanism, we first introduce market equilibrium. In a market equilibrium,
we wish to find a set of prices p ∈ Rm
+ for each of the m goods, as well as an allocation x of goods
to agents such that everybody is assigned an optimal allocation given the prices and their budget.
Formally, the demand set of an agent i with budget Bi is
D(p) = argmaxxi ≥0 ui (xi ) s.t. hp, xi i ≤ Bi
P
A market equilibrium is an allocation-price pair (x, p) s.t. xi ∈ D(p) for all agents i, and i xij = 1.
CEEI is a perfect solution to our desiderata that we asked for. It is Pareto optimal (every market
equilibrium is Pareto optimal by the first welfare theorem). It has no envy: since each agent has
the same budget Bi = 1 in CEEI and every agent is buying something in their demand set, no envy
must be satisfied, since they can afford the bundle of any other agent. Finally, proportionality is
satisfied, since each agent can afford the bundle where they get n1 of each good (convince yourself
why).
Market-equilibrium-based allocation for divisible items has applications in large-scale Internet
markets. First, it can be applied in fair recommender systems. As an example, consider a job
recommendations site. It’s a two-sided market. On one side are the users, whom view job ads. On
the other side are the companies creating job ads. Naively, a system might try to simply maximize
the number of job ads that users click on, or apply to. This can lead to extremely imbalanced
allocations, where a few job ads get a huge number of views and applicants, which is bad both for
users and the companies. Instead, the system may wish to fairly distribute user views across the
many different job ads. In that case, CEEI can be used. In this setting the agents are the job
ads, and the items are slots in the ranked list of job ads shown to the user. Secondly, there are
strong connections between market equilibrium and the allocation of ads in large-scale Internet ad
markets. This connection will be explored in detail in a later note.
Motivated by the application to fair division, we will now cover market equilibrium, both when
they exist and how to find one when they do.
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Fisher Market

We first study market equilibrium in the Fisher market setting. We have a set of m infinitelydivisible goods that we wish to divide among n buyers. Without loss of generality we may assume
that each good has supply 1. We will denote the bundle of goods given to buyer i as xi , where xij is
the amount of good j that is allocated to buyer i. Each buyer has some utility function ui (xi ) ∈ R+
denoting how much they like the bundle xi . We shall use x to denote an assignment of goods to
buyers. Each buyer is endowed with a budget Bi of currency.

2.1

Linear Utilities

We start by studying the simplest setting, where the utility of each buyer is linear. This means
that every buyer i has some valuation vector vi ∈ Rm , and ui (xi ) = hvi , xi i.
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Amazingly, there is a nice convex program for computing a market equilibrium. Before giving
the convex program, let’s consider some properties that we would like. First, if we are going to find
a feasible allocation, we would obviously like the supply constraints to be respected, i.e.
X
xij ≤ 1, ∀j.
i

Secondly, since a buyer’s demand does not change even if we rescale their valuation by a constant,
we would like the optimal solution to our convex program to also remain unchanged. Similarly,
splitting the budget of a buyer into two separate buyers with the same valuation function should
leave the allocation unchanged. These conditions are satisfied by the budget-weighted geometric
mean of the utilities:
!1/ Pi Bi
Y
ui (xi )Bi
.
i

Since taking roots does not affect optimality, and taking the log of the whole expression, this is
equivalent to optimizing
X
max
Bi loghvi , xi i
Dual variables
x≥0
i
X
(EG)
pj
s.t.
xij ≤ 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , m,
i

On the right are the dual variables associated to each constraint. It is easy to see that this is
a convex program. First, the feasible set is defined by linear inequalities. Second, we are taking a
max of a sum of concave functions composed with linear maps. Since taking a sum and composing
with a linear map both preserve concavity we get that the objective is concave.
The solution to the primal problem x along with the vector of dual variables p yields a market
equilibrium. Here we assume that for every item j there exists i such that vij > 0, and every buyer
values at least one good above 0.
Theorem 1. The pair of allocations x and dual variables p from EG forms a market equilibrium.
Proof. To see this, we need to look at the KKT conditions of the primal and dual variables. Writing
the Lagrangian relaxation gives
!
X
X
X
min max
Bi hvi , xi i +
pj 1 −
xij
p≥0 x≥0

= min max
p≥0 x≥0

i

X

j

[Bi hvi , xi i − hp, xi i] +

i

j

Looking at optimality conditions we get
1. pj > 0 ⇒
2.

Bi
hvi ,xi i

≤

P

i xij

=1

pj
vij

3. xij > 0 ⇒

Bi
hvi ,xi i

=

i

X

pj
vij
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pj

(1)

The first condition shows that every item is fully allocated, since for every j there is some buyer
v B
i with non-zero value and by the second condition pj ≥ hviji ,xiii > 0.
The second condition for market equilibrium is that every buyer is assigned a bundle from their
i
demand set. We will use βi = hvB
= uiB(xi i ) to denote the utility price that buyer i pays. First off,
i ,xi i
by the second condition we have that the utility price that buyer i gets satisfies
βi ≤

pj
.
vij

By the third condition, we have that if xij > 0 then for all other items j 0 we have
pj 0
pj
= βi ≤
.
vij
vij 0
Thus, any item j that buyer i is assigned has at least as good utility price as any other item j 0 . In
other words, they only buy items that have the best bang-per-buck among all the items. Thus we
get that they only purchase optimal items, it remains to show that they spent their whole budget.
Multiplying the third condition by xij and rearranging gives
xij vij

Bi
= pj xij ,
hvi , xi i

for any j such that xij > 0. Summing across all such j yields
X

pj xij =

j

X
j

xij vij

Bi
Bi
= hvi , xi i
= Bi .
hvi , xi i
hvi , xi i

EG gives us an immediate proof of existence for the linear Fisher market setting: the feasible
set is clearly non-empty, and the max is guaranteed to be achieved.
In a previous lecture note we referenced Pareto optimality as a property of market equilibrium.
It is now trivial to see that Pareto optimality holds in Fisher-market equilibrium: since it is a
solution to EG, it must be. Otherwise we construct a solution with strictly better objective!
From the EG formulation we can also see that the equilibrium utilities and prices are in fact
unique. First note that any market equilibrium allocation would satisfy the optimality conditions
of EG, and thus be an optimal solution. But if there were more than one set of utility vectors that
were equilibria, then by the strong concavity of the log we would get that there is a strictly better
solution, which is a contradiction. That equilibrium prices are unique now follows from the third
optimality condition, since all terms except the utilities are constants.

3

More General Utilities

It turns out that EG can be applied to a broader class of utilities. This class is the set of utilities
that are concave, homogeneous, and continuous.
In that case we get an optimization problem of the form
X
max
Bi log ui (xi )
Dual variables
x≥0
i
X
(EG)
s.t.
xij ≤ 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , m,
pj
i
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This is still a convex optimization problem, since composing a concave and nondecreasing
function (the log) with a concave function (ui ) yields a concave function.
Beyond linear utilities, the most famous classes of utilities that fall under this category is:
Q
P
1. Cobb-Douglas utilities: ui (xi ) = j (xij )aij , where j aij = 1
2. Leontief utilities: ui (xi ) = minj

xij
aij

P
1/ρ
ρ
3. The family of constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utilities: ui (xi ) =
a
x
,
j ij ij
where aij are the utility parameters of a buyer, and ρ parameterizes the family, with −∞ <
ρ ≤ 1 and ρ 6= 0
CES utilities turn out to generalize all the other utilities we have seen so far: Leontief utilities
are obtained as ρ approaches −∞, Cobb-Douglas utilities as ρ approaches 0, and linear utilities
when ρ = 1. More generally, ρ < 0 means that items are complements, whereas ρ > 0 means that
items are substitutes.
If ui is continuously differentiable then the proof that EG computes a market equilibrium in
this more general setting essentially follows that of the linear case. The only non-trivial change is
that when we derive optimality conditions by taking the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect
to xi we get
1.

Bi
ui (xi )

≤

pj
∂ui (xi )/∂xij

2. xij > 0 ⇒

Bi
ui (xi )

=

pj
∂ui (xi )/∂xij

In order to prove that buyers spend their
exactly in this setting we can apply Euler’s
P budget
i (xi )
to get
homogeneous function theorem ui (xi ) = j xij ∂u∂x
ij
X
j
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xij pj =

X
j

xij

∂ui (xi ) Bi
= Bi .
∂xij ui (xi )

Computing Market Equilibrium

So now we know how to write a market equilibrium problem as a convex program. How should we
solve it? One option is to build the EG convex program explicitly using mathematical programming
software. However, most contemporary software is not very good at handling this kind of objective
function (formally this falls under exponential cone programming, which is still relatively new). As
of 2019, my experience with open-source solvers was that they fail at 150 items and 150 buyers,
with randomly-generated valuations. The Mosek solver [14] is currently the only industry-grade
solver that supports exponential cone programming (support for exponential cones was only just
added in 2018). It fares much better, and scales to a few thousand buyers and items. For problems
of moderate-to-large size, this is the most effective approach. However, for very large instances,
the iterations of the interior-point solver used in Mosek become too slow.
Instead, for extremely large problems we may invoke some of our earlier results on saddle-point
problems. In particular, the formulation (1) is amenable to online mirror descent and the folktheorem based approach for solving saddle-point problems. In that framework, we can interpret
the repeated game as being played between a pricer trying to minimize over prices p, and the set
of buyers choosing allocations x.
As an exercise, convince yourself that the OMD/folk theorem approach works. Pay particular
attention to the assumptions needed for online mirror descent.
5
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Historical Notes

The original Eisenberg-Gale convex program was given for linear utilities in [10]. [9] later extended
it to utilities that are concave, continuous, and homogeneous.
Fairly assigning course seats to students via market equilibrium was studied by Budish [4].
Goldman and Procaccia [11] introduce an online service spliddit.org which has a user-friendly
interface for fairly dividing many things such as estates, rent, fares, and others. The motivating
example of fair recommender systems, where we fairly divide impressions among content creators
via CEEI was suggested in [13] and [12]. Similar models, but where money has real value, were
considered for ad auctions with budget constraints by several authors [3, 7, 8]
There is a rich literature on various iterative approaches to computing market equilibrium
in Fisher markets. One can apply first-order methods or regret-minimization approaches to the
saddle-point formulation (1) directly, which was done in Kroer et al. [13] and ? ]. There is a large
literature on interpreting first-order methods through the lens of dynamics between a pricer who
increases and decreases prices as goods become oversubscribed and undersubscribed, and buyers
report their preferred bundles, or make gradient-steps in the direction of their preference [6, 2, 5].
There is also a literature deriving auction-like algorithms, which can similarly sometimes be viewed
as instantiations of gradient descent and related algorithms [1, 15].
A fairly comprehensive recent overview of fair division can be found at https://users.cs.
duke.edu/~rupert/fair-division-aaai20/Tutorial-Slides.pdf.
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